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EditoriaL

A thread of optimism ran through the
editorial of the last Calendar in spite of some
objective reporting on the dreadful state of
the immediate precinct of Temple Newsam
House and the fact that the famous
lettering was falling from the balustrade.
The latter was subsequently commented
upon in the I'orkshire Post under a headline 'Gone with the wind'. A singularly
chilling and persistent wind has been
blowing round the house ever since and we
have to face the indigestible fact that any
idea that the restoration of the stable block
and its curtilage, 'a perfect exercise'aybe
for European Architectural Heritage Year,
appears now as a mere straw miserably
blown away by it. But straws should not
be underrated; one, it is commonly believed,
broke the back of an innocent beast.
Proverbially that was the last straw, however, and perhaps Temple Newsam will
one day be blessed by a change of wind
which might throw up other straws to be
clutched at more successfully.
Because this Calendar is mainly devoted
to progress
a simple word rendered
romantic by impending obsolescence —in
research and improvement
within the
house, as many as possible of the recent
must find a place in the
acquisitions
editorial.
The shallow dish by Omar Ramsden
and Alwyn Carr (Fig. I) makes a good
start. The style and business of these two
men were briefly discussed in the editorial
of Calendar no. 74 in connection with a
freedom casket bought for the collection
which of its nature was a formal object,
fine of its kind, but inevitably lacking the
domestic charm so characteristic a feature
of the products of their workshop in its

heyday. By contrast this simple dish embellished with deep crimson enamel, the
translucence of which is subtly contrasted
with the opacity of the silver which surrounds and pervades it, sums up the lighter
side of the Ramsden image.
Both in ceramics and furniture, purchases
have been made dating from the turn of the
18th century to very much our own day.
When a porcelain teapot of about 1790
came up at Sothebys in January this year
it seemed mandatory that it should end up
in Leeds. It did, with the aid of the Harding
Fund and a 50/o government grant. What
made it so important was the fact that it
bore the impressed mark 'Leeds*Pottery'.
In 1892 when Joseph and Frank Kidson
wrote their notices of the Leeds Old Pottery
they recorded a tradition that porcelain,
as distinct from pottery, was made there;
but they dismissed the idea —as indeed we
have done ever since. One or two pieces of
porcelain have in fact been found on the
Jack Lane site and this teapot provides
further evidence to suggest that the old
tradition was right after all or at least that
the Leeds Pottery had some interest in the
manufacture of porcelain. As a key piece
for future studies this teapot is an important
acquisition especially at a time when
Smithfield, with the now expert aid of
members of the Harrogate Decorative R.
Fine Art Societies, is in its final stage of
metamorphosis from servants'edrooms
to
study centre.
If the teapot is quiet and scholarly, a pair
of Coalport vases made about 1870 might
justly be called ebullient, some might even
think them brash. But no-one can deny
their quality and the panels of naturalistic
birds, painted by John Randall, which

make up their main decoration, are superb
by any standard. Bought with the Gascoigne
endowment plus a 50% government grant
they will join the growing collection of

Victorian porcelain at Lotherton.
Purchases of modern pottery and porcelain present an exhilarating picture which
also serves to emphasise the great importance placed on the arts of our time in
the growth of the Leeds collections. From
Lucie Rie come two porcelain bowls and

a bottle, the latter specially made for us.
This has beautifully recaptured a previous
success obtained by mixing two clays and
incorporating a colouring oxide; an effect
greatly admired by our own potter(curator
Anthony Wells-Cole. Two vases by Hans

1. Silver dish, lhe cenire mnh rose of Lancaster in red
enamel. Inscribed: 'Omar Ramsden e/ Alevin Carr Me
Fecerunl MXMXP Diam. 7 in.

Coper have been bought. They are typical
his work in being made up of thrown
sections, cut and flattened, yet each is
truly unique, possessing its own very clear
personality in which one may delight.
Elizabeth Fritsch might be linked with
these two well-known potters if only because
she was taught by Coper at the Royal
College of Art and was influenced by Lucie
Rie —who indeed of her generation has not
been l She worked for two years in Denmark
and her speciality if that is the proper
word —is in hand coiled forms of very thin
section often with strong emphasis on the
rim. Her technique is intriguing and allows
her to use very bright colours, pinks, browns
and a very lovely blue. We bought two
pieces from her exhibition in the Waterloo
Place Gallery last year and subsequently
discovered two things about them, one very
important the other merely statistical: in
the artist's view our choice included the
best pot she had made so far and this was
the first time she had sold to any English

of

museum.
Finally in this potted saga mention must
be made of a large amphora by Sutton
Taylor bought from the Park Square
Gallery. This is the second piece by this
artist who works in the Stable Court at
Temple Newsam —to come into the collection and of special interest because it was
made from clay dug in the park. Another
case of good Yorkshire stuff contributing to
our national heritage.
The story of the furniture additions is
much shorter, but follows a somewhat
similar pattern. In December last year a
pair of stools was sold at Christie's, one
subsequently went to the Victoria & Albert
Museum and the other to Leeds. They date
from about 1800 and are in carved and
painted wood. Now displaying little of their
youthful
exuberance yet traces of the
original marble finish can be seen beneath
the overpainting. Of considerable interest
is the fact that they are based on an
engraving in Charles Heathcote Tatham's

of Ancient Ornamental Architecture,
1799. Our stool will be seen as more than

Examples

a document, however, and careful restoration may bring back more of its
'Regency'ppearance.

John Hardy is perhaps the only British

furniture maker to compete successfully
with his continental counterparts. With his
partner, Tom Patterson, he set up Design
Workshop and about eight years ago drew
for this umbrella company one of its earliest
and most attractive designs for a coffee
table in rosewood with a heavy glass top.
Heal's in Tottenham Court Road stocked
these tables and they sold well. We have
recently bought the prototype from Hardy,
it is a most satisfying piece of furniture
and contains many clues to his subsequent
development of the very distinctive style
emanating from Design Workshop today.
It should be recorded at this point that
practically all purchases of contemporary
art mentioned here have been made from
the Lotherton Endowment Fund —sometimes
with
grants-in-aid.
government
Looking back over the seven years it has
been available, in other words since the
gift of Lotherton Hall by Sir Alvary
Gascoigne to the city of Leeds, it seems
almost unbelievable
that this 'unit of
purchasing power'as achieved so much.
To return to Mr. Hardy, he has been
commissioned to design and make benches,
a table and other furniture in pitch-pine
for the new Chinese Porcelain Gallery,
foyer and shop at Lotherton. As this issue
of the Calendar goes to press we are still
hoping to open this new wing in the
Spring of 1975. It is a good thing that,
though the Spring is shortlived in the north,
its timing is quite unpredictable. There is a
chance, therefore, that we shall not be
confounded.
By way of a postscript: during very recent
upheavals and replanting in the park at
Temple Newsam adjacent to the west front
of the house, a brick culvert was disclosed
complete with stagnant water. In 1771
Smeaton's hydraulic ram was erected —to
be dismantled
in 1910—to supply, by
means of culverts, subterranean reservoirs
beneath the kitchen and the servants'all.
Inexorably this great house reveals its
domestic secrets and even when they are
forced from it, maintains a dignified selfsufficiency which confounds those modern
beneficiaries of the estate who too easily
equate only twentieth century sophistication with efficiency especially in matters
of plumbing.

of the

The Formation
Century Library

Some time after Henry Ingram, the Seventh
Viscount Irwin, had remodelled the Long
Gallery and probably before his death in
1761 a catalogue was made of the books in
his new library. This manuscript
in the Temple Newsam records at the
Leeds Archives Department in Sheepscar,
gives perhaps the clearest idea of the
make-up of the collection at Temple
Newsam in the eighteenth century. Entitled 'A Catalogue of Books in Lord Irwin's
Library,'t lists the books in shelf order on
fourteen unquired and unsewn folios. Although there was probably no official
librarian, a member of the household
obviously took some trouble to record and
to keep track of the books.
The classification scheme he used is a
simple one: the works were generally
arranged on the built-in graduated shelving
according to their contents, and the twelve
banks of shelves were lettered 'A'hrough
'M': The sets of shelves designated 'A'o
'C'n the catalogue housed mostly histories,
'D'eld dictionaries and other reference
works and so on. Apparently no attempt
was made to alphabetize the books themselves, but specific titles could be located by
means of an index.
The order of the index is more or less
alphabetical, usually by title or author, but
sometimes by subject (e.g. most books on
law are brought together in the 'L'ection).
Because the books in the index are alphabetized by only the initial letter of the
author, title or subject (and then shelf
order takes over again), the cataloguer
often calls attention to works by the same
author or on the same subject by means of
lower case letters in the margins (Fig. 1);
capital letters in the margin usually refer
to the genre of the work; there are frequent
cross references. These are the only real
catalogues that can be said with certainty
to have listed books actually in the Temple
catalogue,'ow

Eighteenth

Newsam library —said with certainty, because the written diagram given of shelf
locations just matches the plan of the

library.
There is enough here to say, however,
that Temple Newsam's was not much
different from the 'typical'entleman'
library: approximately 900 titles are listed
and many of these belong to multi-volume
sets, so this puts the total number of books
at well over one thousand in the middle of
the eighteenth century. The most popular
reading material seems to have been
histories. Most of the classic Greek and
Latin authors are represented as well; in
fact, the classics —both in translation and
in the original languages —share second
place with works dealing with philosophy
and religion. (But one might be inclined to
suspect with A. N. L. Munby that sometimes the Latin writer's
presence on the
shelves was an insurance policy, if ever the
urge for perusal should arise'.2) Contemporary authors like Swift, Pope, Gay
and Dryden had places on Lord Irwin's
library shelves, and so, of course, did the
classics of english literature: Shakespeare,
Chaucer, Milton, Spenser. It is surprising,
though, that travelogues are not better
represented here (there are no more than
twenty or twenty-five travel books in the
collection), for that genre of literature was
much in vogue in the eighteenth century
and the Grand Tour was an experience not
many of the young Ingrams missed. That
members of the family took at least a casual
interest in the affairs of their estates is
evidenced by the appearance of such
standard works as Evelyn's Sj lva and
William Gibson's The true method of dieting
Horses. Architectural works include 'Perrault on the orders of Architecture'nd
Pezzo's Architecture. Periodical publications
—the collected editions of Addison's and
Steele's The Spectator and The Tatler, for

'...

What appeared at first sight to be the
most interesting catalogue here was found,
unfortunately, to be only distantly related
to Temple Newsam. It is a large folio
'Catalogue of all my Bookes I have this
19th of October 1669'. A clue to its
provenance is found on the verso of the
first leaf: 'August ye 21th 1673 my cozon

examples were in the library, and the
catalogue shows that some unidentified
manuscripts and pamphlets were housed
there as well.
With one exception, the documents with
this catalogue in the Archives at Sheepscar
are inventories and appraisals. There is 'A
Catalogue of Books found in the Honble
Cornett John Ingrams Trunk the 13th of
March 1714': It lists 72 titles belonging to
one of the Seventh Viscount's younger
brothers. Then there is a pair of catalogues
—one showing the place and date of printing
for about 200 books 'in my Lds Study,'he
other with prices noted for most of the same
books but with an addition of books 'upon
ye Ground'nd of 'Libri Graecij et Latini
in folios'. Most of these works appear in the
already
eighteenth
century
catalogue
described and none of the editions listed is
after 1710, so perhaps this is an appraisal
of books made around the time of Edward,
the Fourth Viscount's death in 1714 or
when his study was repaired in 1713.At any
rate, one can speculate that these same
books later became a part of the collection
in the library next to the Long Gallery.
l. A Page from
ender lo lhe
I:'ighleenlh
Cenlur~

Mary Plumpton

began to learne to dance

of Mr dyer'.3 When Lady Isabella Irwin,

the Third Viscount's widow, was at Windsor she rented a house from the Plumpton
family4 and apparently
this manuscript
was removed to Temple Newsam with
Lady Irwin's papers after she died. Although it does not shed any particular light
on Temple Newsam's collection, it nevertheless confirms the idea of the standard
'gentleman's
library', for many of the
titles appear on both lists.
The Ingrams acquired the books for their
collection on a fairly regular basis, usually
from booksellers and printers in London,
York and Leeds, and, if'one can judge from
the receipts extant, most of the purchases
were made from about 1710 to 1760. The
relationship of the family to the eighteenth
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century book trade is probably typical of she moved to London and Windsor where
she remained until her death in 1764).
that of others of its rank and can be followed
Francis Hildyard was succeeded after his
to a certain extent in the bills and receipts
death (1731) by his son, John, and the
preserved with the other Temple Newsam
family at Temple Newsam continued to
papers in the Archives. From them one can
tell that the bookseller's job was a potentibuy books from the son, paying $ 15/19/6
for thirteen rather varied titles in September
became
ally varied one: he frequently
of 1741. Another York name that appears
binder and stationer for his patrons, and
near the beginning of the century is that of
some booksellers even ran their own lending
libraries. He sold books printed for and by John Jackson the Elder. He was apparently
stationer as well as printer, for he sent Lord
him, collected subscriptions for bigger jobs
Irwin paper, pens and wax, plus books in
of printing on occasion and sent newspapers
sheets and bindings. His son (also John)
and magazines to his customers.
was the founder of a weekly journal called
The earliest receipt is dated 1629 and
records books sold by Richard Foster of The I'ork Gadgeteer.
After about 1709 there was a greater
York. It seems likely that he was a relation
interest in acquiring books which perhaps
of John Foster, an early York bookseller
who died in 1616 and whose inventory of influenced the Seventh Viscount's decision
stock is one of the first records printed of to convert a part of the Long Gallery at
Temple Newsam into a new library.
provincial reading tastes.s The greatest
Certainly most of the book buying evidence
proportion of the books he left is religious
dates from after 1709. As might be expected,
(although nearly every area of knowledge
the majority of the works bought at this
and so are the books
is represented)
time come from London bookshops —most
recorded in another bill from Richard
of England's book merchants were there;
Foster. Payment was made to him in July
the family spent a great deal of time in
1640 for one Bible binding and one
London; and some of the receipts must
Practice of Pietie. A list of Sir Arthur
Ingram's books made about this time— represent purchases made for the Dowager
Viscountess Irwin when she was there.
although not of books at Temple Newsam
A number of books were bought from
but at a Reidy Halle —includes works in
the man who printed Archbishop Tillotson's
Latin of Augustine, Thomas Aquinas and
Works, the respected London bookseller,
Luther. There are only two other receipts
Timothy Goodwin: one of his bills in 1712
for books and pamphlets purchased before
lists 49 titles. John Harding, the man to
1665 and these are both from London
booksellers.'n neither of these cases were whom Bernard Lintot was once apprenticed, was another bookseller likely to
the purchases extensive. There is no assurhave provided titles for the Temple Newance that any of these books found its way
sam library. He sold religious works and
to Temple Newsam —the Ingrams had
many of his titles appear in the catalogues.
other residences —but these documents give
Receipts from another London Harding
some idea of the acquisition methods of
—Samuel show Lady Irwin's
active
the first two Arthurs.
interest in building a collection of books,
There are no more records ofbook buying
for in a note on one of his bills Harding
until 1702. At that time the Ingrams
writes:
I have underneath inserted ye
apparently began buying titles from Francis
Lowest prizes of each Article wch yr
Hildyard, a prominent York bookseller who
probably began business around 1680. Ladyship desires to know, supposing 'em
all to be gilt on ye back neatly
Again, most are religious (like Stanhope's
works she enquired about include
Epistles and Gospels or Sacheverall's SerMilton, Spenser, Chaucer and Echard.
mons), but some are political and it is noted
Incidentally, the bookseller's note on the
on two of the bills that the contents are for
binding here might have described that of
Lady Irwin (this would have been Lady
Isabella again; she lived at Temple Newany number of Temple Newsam's books,
for the appearance of the library would have
sam until 1718 when her son Rich, the
counted as much as its content.
Fifth Viscount Irwin, married; after this
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There are two receipts from one of
Pope's and Gay's famous publishersBarnaby Bernard Lintot (Fig. 2). One
signed by Lintot shows that Henry Ingram,
Esquire, paid for some Oxford verses, the
'Lady's Library', and seven volumes of
The Spectator in 1714. Henry's brother
Arthur, the Sixth Viscount Irwin, bought
and
a subscription for Stephens'hesaurus
an edition of Pope's Iliad stitched in boards
some years later from Bernard Lintot's son,
Henry.
Finally, the Leeds booksellers: the first
here, John Penrose, appears only once and
this is for binding '58 vollums'n 1720. But
the most interesting of the documents from
Leeds are two receipts for the Leeds Mercury
(Fig. 3): one is signed by the founder of
the newspaper, John Hirst, and is dated 18
January 1732/33. (The Mercury was begun
in 1718.) The other is an early printed
receipt endorsed by James Lister who
printed at New Street End in Leeds until

1753.

A third Leeds merchant, John Swale,
sold stationer's supplies to the Ingrams, as
well as books in bindings in the 1730's.
Much later —in 1789 —Lady Irwin (that is,
the last Viscount Irwin's wife Frances)
selected works from John Binns'ook
catalogue. According to Plomer, he published and sold books in Leeds from 1766

to 1796.
One did not always buy from titles in
print —books were purchased in advance of
publication by subscription, and there are
several receipts here for first instalments for

different editions. The names Ingram and
Irwin can be found in many lists of subscribers that preface eighteenth century
works, including Middleton's Life of Cicero
(1741) and Gibbs's A Book of Architecture

(1728).

the books themselves
Unfortunately,
have not been located, although efforts are
presently being made to find them. The
collection in the library now was with the
house when it was turned over to the City
of Leeds in 1922, but few —if any —of the
works were there in the eighteenth century.
(Many have Hugo Meynall's bookplates;
no Ingram bookplates have been found in
the books, although some of the family
members had them, specimens of which are
in the Franks Collection at the British
Museum; and only a few of the books
appear to have shelf marks.) There are a
couple of possibilities: the books could
have been sold as early as 1778, when the
last Viscount Irwin died, or they could have
passed to any (or all) of his heiresses. At any
rate —and this is puzzling —when Thomas
Frognall Dibdin records his visit to Temple
Newsam in his bibliographical
tour of
northern England in the mid-nineteenth
century, he makes no mention of the
two or
library there. He does notice
three book-boudoirs, or small libraries, of
refulgent aspect; and where the books
seemed to be embedded in cases of gold.'s
Had the formal library still been at Temple
Newsam, he almost certainly would have
seen it then.

'...

CHRISTINE RAMSAY

Leeds Archives Department: TN/EA 4/15. The
catalogues, index and appraisals mentioned here
are brought together under this number.
A. N. L. Munby, 'The I.ibrary,'. 107. In Roy
Strong, Marcus Binney and John Harris, The
Deslruclion of the Country House 1875—1975, London:
Thames and Hudson, 1974.
The writer of'his might have been Robert
Plumpton
(1644—?l; Mr. Dyer was perhaps
Edward Dyer, the London dance master; Mary
Plumpton remains unidentified.
Leeds Archives: TN/C 15/85. There is a receipt
for Lady Irwin from Sarah Plumpton for 'rent 1'r
1 June 1737.
my house at Windsor'ated
Robert Davies, A Memoir of the Fork Press, vvilh

8'otices of Aulhors, Prinlers, and Slalioners, in the
Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenlh Centuries, West-

minster: Nichols and Sons, 1868, pp. 342 —374.

6. Leeds Archives: TN/EA 4/15. 'Octob 22 1644. A
true inventory of all the bookes of Sir Ather

7.

Ingrams found in Reidby hall in the day & yeare
abouey Reidby Hall, however, is not mentioned
in Pawson's indexes of the Temple Newsam
papers.
These include a receipt from Gabriel Bedell in
1663 for a Virgil, and a receipt for books and
pamphlets bought in 1644 froin Francis Constable.

8. There

was another library at Temple Newsam
prior to this —apparently in Smithfield on the
top floor. It is mentioned in inventories for June
1721 (TN/EA 3/16) and 13 August 1734 (TN/EA

3/18).

9. Thomas Frognall Dibdin,

A BibttograPhicat, Anliand Picturesque Tour in the .h'orlhern Counlies
England and in Scotland, London, 1858, p. 161.

quarian

of

The Georgian I.ibrarp

restoration of the Library,
which in 1877 had been converted into the
family chapel and redecorated by George
Frederick Bodley,'ow enables the visitor
to see the room for the first time in living
memory with an authenticity approaching
its original state upon completion in 1743.
The Library and the Long Gallery, which
together form a splendid climax to the suite
of state apartments on the first floor (Fig. I),
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1. Plan of the

JVorth Wing,

are revealed as architecturally the most
impressive and significant surviving rooms
in the house. Research into their designing
and building history discloses an episode of
some consequence in that remarkable story
of the British rediscovery, in the early
decades of the eighteenth century, of the
classical past through the works of Andrea
Palladio and Inigo Jones, which is known
as Palladianism.
The Long Gallery was refashioned between 1738 and 1745 out of the existing
North Wing of late-medieval
date; the
lengthy expanses of flat wall and ceiling of
the original room were retained and the
success of the remodelling relies entirely on
the discreet placement of delicate, lowrelief ornament.2 In deliberate contrast,
the Library is strongly architectonic; a
small, confined space concentrated on all
four main walls with evenly-spaced, engaged, Corinthian columns raised on tall
pedestals and supporting a richly-carved
and projecting cornice between which lie
the stacks. This cage-like composition
particularly impressed a visitor in 1755:
'Now I reside in the beautifullest Place in
our Country to describe it wou'd take up a
considerable Volume, from 5 o clock in the
Morning to 10 at Night I am busy in his
Lordships elegant Library supported by 24
Pillars of the Corinthian order, betwixt
which are large Cases filled with choice
printed Books and a Press of MSS. and two
large Closetts full of writings which I have
not yet see...'.3
The composition is strikingly original;
no obvious parallel in English domestic
interiors of the period comes to mind. If a
source of inspiration is sought it would be
something like Palladio's reconstruction of
the Temple of the Sun and Moon (destroyed) in Rome as published in Book Four

(p. 37) of his

Font Floor.
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I Quattro

Iibri dellrArchitettura,

2. Pattadio's

reconstruction

of

the Temple

of

designs for various features in the house.
More interesting, Lord and Lady Irwin
were among the inrtial subscribers in 1732
to the new Assembly Rooms in York
(1731—2), that remarkably advanced classical design by the leader of the Palladian

the Sun and

Moon, from I Quattro Libri dell'Architettura,
possible source for the Library.

1570, a

1570 (Fig. 2), an extremely popular book
which was available in Britain in this
edition and in subsequent English translations. Almost certainly the model for the
Corinthian order was taken from the 2nd
century Bc Temple of Marte Vendicatore
(Mars the Avenger) in the Forum Augustus
in Rome, illustrated on p. 20 in the same
book (Figs. 3M).
Henry Ingram, 7th Viscount Irwin
(1691—1761) and his wife Anne, daughter
of the Earl of Scarbrough,4 were closely
associated with the critical period of
growth of Palladianism in Yorkshire during
the 1720's and 30's. They were subscribers
to one of the leading Palladian pattern
books of the age, James Gibbs's A Book of
Architecture, 1728s and probably owned a
copy of Isaac Ware's Designs of Inigo jones
and others, 1735 (with later editions in 1743
and 1756), which the family appears to
have consulted frequently as a source of

Revival, Richard Boyle, 3rd Earl of Burlington (1694—1753), who was Lord Lieutenant of the West Riding." Since the
Rooms were the hub of county high-society,
the list of subscribers is a most revealing
document of Yorkshire architectural tastes
and aspirations. For many whose names
appear there (indicated in italics in this
article) were about to launch into major
remodelling and rebuilding schemes for
their town and country residences. The
new Palladian style was invariably favoured
and architects and craftsmen who moved
in the Burlington circle undertook the
designing and execution.
Thus, Burlington himself designed houses
for Colonel Gee at Bishop's Burton, for Henry
and for Sir
Maister at Kingston-upon-Hull
Wilham Strichland at Boynton Hall; Colin
11

and the West Wing of Castle Howard for
the Earl of Carlisle) and William Wakefteld,
designer of Duncombe Park.
It would have been in the nature of
things for the Ingrams (who had a residence
in York'"), having decided to extensively
modernize Temple Newsam, to turn to a
member of this circle of architects; in this
case, the fascinating although now little

designed houses for Sir Charles
at Beverley and South Dalton;
Gibbs for Sir Chomley Turner at Kirkleatham,
John Vardy for Richard Arundell at Allerton
Park'nd so on. Among the subscribers
were several gentlemen-architects:
the 4th
Uiscount Fauconberg (designer of parts of his
house, Newburgh
Priory), john Moyser,
M.P. for Beverley (designer of Nostell
Priory for Sir Rottoland Winn), Sl'r Thomas
Robinson (designer of his house, Rokeby,

Campbell
Hotham

3. Detail of lhe capilal, architrave
Plaster bust of Seneca in situ.
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known Daniel Garrett. In a recent pioneer
article," it has been shown that Garrett
was born in the 1690's and that in the
1730's had succeeded as Burlington's personal draughtsman and clerk of the works
in place of Henr'y Flitcroft (architect of the

East Front of Wentworth Woodhouse).
That Garrett's exteriors are in an accom-

plished but conservative Palladian idiom
but that his interiors, particularly those with
plaster-decorated
ceilings, were of enormous importance in the rise of the rococo
style in England; he was a pioneer of the
Gothic Revival as well. That Garrett was
working extensively at a number of celebrated North of England houses, including
Wallington Hall and Nunwick Hall in
Northumberland
and Forcett Park, Aske
Hall, Castle Howard, Kippax Hall (demolished) and Temple Newsam in Yorkshire.
We do not know for certain on what
occasion, probably sometime around 1738,
Garrett was introduced to the Ingrams,
but in 1737, he was building the outer wall
and steps to Hawksmoor's Mausoleum at
Castle Howard for the Earl of Carlisle and
the recommendation
for this work had
come from Sir Thomas Robinson of Rokeby, who was Carlisle's son-in-law and also
a distant relative of the
Garrett
was
Temple Newsam,
certainly responsible for the improvement
scheme shown in the well-known painted
view of the house, traditionally attributed
to Philip Mercier but probably by
Chapman and John Boutell or
organization of the Stable Block (built
1739—42) and its companion Riding School
(unbuilt) flanking the East (courtyard)
Front of the house closely resembles
Garrett's remodelling of nearby Kippax
Hall (c. 1750),'a while the facade composition of the service wings is virtually
repeated in his stables at Gibside in County
Durham (c. 1744) and the South Front of
Fenham
Hall in Newcastle
(1748) .'n
Garrett also supplied a design in 1745 for
the Long Passage at Temple Newsam,
which included a groined vault and decorative masks and ovals in plaster (Appendix
A)." Furthermore, he was undoubtedly
responsible for the overall design of the
Long Gallery (1738M5), for both the
Ingrams.'t

J.

Bouttats.'he

method of dividing the ceiling into large,
and the
flat, geometric compartments
decorative vocabulary resembles his work
at Northumberland
House in the Strand
(1748—52, demolished) and at Lumley
Castle in County Durham (1745); Lumley
was then the seat of the 3rd Earl of Scarbrough, Henry Ingram's father-in-law."
To this list of work by Garrett at Temple
Newsam should be added the designs for
rococo plaster ceilings in Room VII, the
Blue and Green Damask Rooms, all of
which preceed the Gallery on the first
5. The chimneyPiece originally in lhe Library,
carved by Richard Fisher, c. 1740.

Probably

floor,'s and the unexecuted sketch which
Henry Ingram is shown holding in the
Mercier portrait.4
Faced with this impressive achievement,
one is lead to the inevitable conclusion that
the Library was part of Garrett's contribution. The room was clearly designed
ensuite with the Gallery and presumably at
the same time, around 1738—
9; the same
York craftsmen worked in both rooms.'o
Richard Fisher, who carved the lovely
decorative woodwork in the Gallery, pre6. Part of the plaster decoration on the Library ceiling,
probably designed by Daniel Garrett and executed by Thomas
Perritt,

c. 1743.

repeated his performance in the
which originally
Library chimneypiece,
stood in the shallow recess on the north
side. It was removed in 1877, when the
can
present organ was installed,'ut
probably be identified as the piece formerly
in the Boudoir (Fig. 5) and now separated,
the chimneypiece remaining in the Boudoir,
the overmantle disguised as a display case
in Room VII. Stylistically, it belongs to the
1730's —the models, like its counterparts in
the Long Gallery, were taken from plates
in Ware's Design of Inigo jones and others,
1735." Furthermore, such details as the
flower garlands which invade all parts of
sumably
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of the house, a set of life-size plaster busts of

the chimneypiece and overmantle have
affinities with the plaster decoration of the
Library ceiling (Fig. 6).
This ceiling is one of the finest examples
ofits date in the country: still symmetrically
composed but with precise and jocular
rococo ornament: flower garlands, vines,
female masks, gargoyles, cornucopia and
feathery, entertwining tendrils. Again, the
design must have been supplied by Garrett,
for it resembles documented
work elsewhere and accords 1'avourably with the
Morris's
Palladian
architect,
Robert
characterization of'the facetious Mr. Daniel
Garrett'. The execution was entrusted to
Thomas Perritt (1710—59), who was paid
a total of 130 on 8 July 1743.2s
Probably during the 1760's, when John
Carr of York was remodelling other parts

celebrated historical figures was added to
the Library; only three have survived
Cicero, Horace and Seneca (Fig. 3). They
may have eminated from the workshops of
John Cheere (1709&7) at Hyde Park
Corner in London or one of his many
imitators.'4 They were placed on the
projecting sections of cornice above the
columns within a low, panelled
attic
and thus enhanced the general classical

'air'.

By 1808, overcrowding with multifarious
had all but destroyed
furnishings
the
original calm and balance of the room
(Appendix B) but this has now been re-

$

dressed.

TERRY F. FRIEDMAN

Appendix A:

check cases 2 sofas to match with hair
squabs and cases 5 cabriolet chairs stuffed
in linen and green and white check cases
a green cloth carpet on the floor with
needle work border a mahogany table with
2 drawers and 2 sliding flaps an oval satin
wood table with a drawer banded and an
oval satin tray to fit the top an inkstand in
a japanned tray a mahogany small round
claw table a small square mahogany table
a small square mahogany table with a
drawer and white strings a large mahogany
library table with carved moldings and
doors and shelves on one side and drawers
on the other and covered with green cloth
9 yards of matt on the floor in the window
4 canvass rolling blinds a mahogany
library stool with steps a small Mahogany
reading desk a mahogany reading desk on
a claw with a drawer and folding top a
mahogany table with a drawer a pair of
folding library steps*a long old telescope a
brass reflecting telescope on claw stand by
p ye finch Cornhill a smaller ditto by
Short on a box a piece of matt 4 Bronze
Plaister Busts of Senecca Homer and
others* a large steel grate and fender a
shovel tongs and poker a plaister Bronze
Figure on the chimney piece a bell pull 2
wainscot presses with shelves in ditto and
partitions in the evidence room
*items remaining in the Library.

Thomas Perritt's agreement to plaster the
Long Passage (Leeds City Archives, TN/EA
12/10) .
The Long Passage at Temple Newsam all
to be Groyn'd, Except the Parts Opposite
the three great Windows. those three parts,
and the Sofeat of ye Windows to have an
Enrichd Ovelo, allso an Enrich'd Ovelo at
top of the Cove, a Plain Cornice and Plain
Impost, Eighteen Mask's, the Impost and
Wall's below to be done in finishing, the
other Work all White, the Pillasters to be
Wood, and all to be finished According to
Mr Garretts design the Whole Expence of
the Workmanship only for the Plastering
to be Twenty Seven Pounds. 25 March
1745 T:P.

Appendix BI

or Inventory of the Horses
Carts, Cattle, Pictures, Prints Useful China
c Plate Ornamental
China, Household
Goods c Furniture at Temple Newsam,
1808. (Yorkshire Archaeological Society
A Schedule

DD54.)

Library 11th Room First Floor 2 very
large 28 Inch Globes on wainscot frames*
with green serge covers to ditto lined 6 back
stools with carved and gilt legs and covered
with green silk damask and green and white
16
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1. C. Gilbert, 'The Victorian

Chapel at Temple
Leeds Arts Calendar, No. 62, 1968,
—
pp. 5 9. The room was redecorated again in 1944.
G. W. Beard, 'Craftsmen in Yorkshire, 1700—
1800'nd 'The Rose Family of Plasterers', Leeds
Arts Calendar, No. 41, Autumn 1958, pp. 7 —11 and
No. 54, 1964, pp. 6—17. J. Simon, 'The Long
Gallery Ceiling at Temple Newsam', Leeds Arts
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T. Wilson (?) to Richard Rawlinson, 1 January
1755, Bodleian Library, MS. Rawlinson Letters
114, f.447. The rest of the description reads:
in going to the Library is a spacious Gallery
46 yards 12 yds wide and 7 yds. High full of
Paintings of the best Masters and abundance of
other ornaments equally superb.'quoted Leeds
Arts Calendar, No. 62, 1968, p. 5). Reproduced by
courtesy of the Bodleian Library, Oxford.
They are seen in Philip Mercier's double portrait,
1741—2, at Temple Newsam (G. W. Beard,
'Philip Mercier in Yorkshire', Leeds Arts Calendar,
No. 39, Spring 1958, p. 10 and No. 74, 1974,
Cover).
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de
Vitruve, Pozzo's, Perault', 'Traite D Architecture', L'Architecture Navale', 'Architectura
Curiosa'from the 'Alphabetical List of Books on
sheets A —Z', undated,
Leeds City Archives,
TN/EA 4/15).
Plate 25 ('eers to the Entrance at Cheswick')
was the model for the Sphinx Gates, erected
c. 1768 (C. Gilbert, 'The Park and Gardens at
Temple Newsam', Leeds Arts Calendar, No. 53,
1964, p. 8) and Plate 36 ('himney Piece at Sr
Mattw. Deakers, Richmond', the model for the
Long Gallery chimneypieces (G. Beard, Georgian
Craftsmen and Their Work, 1966, pls. 67M; Leeds
Arts Calendar, No. 39, Spring 1958, p. 21). See
also this article n. 21.
His ancestral home was at Londesborough, near
Bridlington (demolished 1811). R. Wittkower,
'Lord Burlington's Work at York'n Palladio and
English Palladianism,
1974, Chapter 9 (see also
Chapters 8 and 10).
A General I.ist of the Subscribers to the Itfeto AssemblyRooms in I ork. October 20 1732 (Apollo of the Arts:
Lord Burlington and His Circle, Nottingham University Art Gallery, 1973, no. 38).
Vardy also made a drawing around 1746 of'he
writing table by Bernard Van Reisenberg II then
in Arundell's
possession and now at Temple
Newsam House (C. Gilbert, 'An Exceptional
Bureau-Plat by B.V.R.B.', Leeds Arts Calendar,
No. 73, 1973, pp. 14—18).
C. Gilbert, 'Ingram's Palace, York', Leeds Arts
Calendar, No. 71, 1972, pp. 26—
31.
P. Leach, 'The Architecture of Daniel Garrett',
Country Life, 12, 19 and 26 September
1974,
7; henceforth referred to
pp. 694—7, 766—9, 834—
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1840, 1954, pp. 226-7.
12. Rich Ingram, 5th Viscount was married to Anne,
Carlisle's third daughter (Leeds Arts Calendar,
No. 23, Autumn 1953, p. 16).
13. The attribution to Chapman and Boutell or
Bouttats is based on the close resemblance of the
painting (Leach I, fig. 11) to a contemporary view

of Beningborough Hall near York, which is
signed by these two artists and dated 1751
Lees-Milne, English Country Houses Baroque 16'85—
1715, 1970, fig. 391); the pairs of pavilions and
service-wings common to both Beningborough
and Temple Newsam suggests in both cases the
contribution of Garrett (the Bourchiers of Beningborough were subscribers to the York Assembly
Rooms in 1732). There are payments to Mr John
Bouttats (?) of 'ye Golden head Blenheim Street
near great Malbrough Street'n London for
cleaning, mending and lining pictures at Temple
Newsam in 1750 (Leeds City Archives).
14. Leach Hl, fig. 7.
15. Leach I, figs. 8- 9.
16. From this description, the appearance of the
Passage may have resembled Garrett's Hunter'
Gallery at Raby Castle, County Durham (1750—
1), executed by Thomas Perritt, who was also
the architect's plaster decorator at Temple
Newsam (Leach III, fig. 5). This Passage may be
the present Oak Corridor preceeding the Long
Gallery, which was completely remodelled in
1894 (C. Gilbert, 'C. E. Kempe's Staircase and
Interiors at Temple Newsam 1894', Leeds Arts
17.
18.
19.

20.

21.
22.

23.
24.

Calendar, No.

65, 1969, pp. 6—11).
4 and 6. The Duke ofNorthumber-

Leach 11, figs. 2,

land also had estates at Stanwick in Yorkshire at
this time.
Leach II, fig. 8.
In the Long Gallery, Thomas Perritt and Joseph
Rose Senior executed plasterwork, Perritt being
paid a total of L 190.10.9on 27 June 1745 (Leeds
City Archives, TN EA 12/10); Robert Doe carved
the chimneypieces, 1739—
40 (Leeds Arts Calendar,
No. 39, p. 21); Richard Fisher carved the
decorative woodwork and Robert Heworth the
general woodwork.
Perritt, Doe and Fisher
collaborated again in the 1730's in the Banqueting
House at Studley Royal, which has interior
details similar to the Long Gallery but on a more
modest scale.
A. Wells-Cole, 'Some Keyboard Instruments
Associated with Temple Newsam', Leeds Arts
Calendar, No. 66, 1970, pp. 12—15.
The chimneypiece from Plate 5, a design by
Inigo Jones; the overmantle from Plate 34, a
design by William Kent.
Rural Architecture, London, 1750, Plate VIII, p. 2
Both the composition and the treatment of
rococo vocabulary is comparable to Garrett's
work at Raby Castle (Leach II, fig. 7).
Perritt was paid a total of /419.16.1 between
1741 and 1747 for work in the house.
The 1808 Inventory (Appendix B) lists '4 Bronze
Plaister Busts of Senecca Homer and others'nd
'A plaister Bronze Figure on the chimney piece';
there was also in the Great Hall '2 white painted
plaster heads on the chimneypiece'nd
in the
Left Lumber Room '8 large plaster Heads', which
originally may have been in the Library. Carr
had purchased similar busts from Cheere in 1762
for Fairfax House in York ( The Man at Hyde Park
Corner Sculpture by john Cheere 1709—1787, Temple
Newsam and Marble Hill House, 1974, Appendix
I and No. 21). In February 1773 is a payment of
12.12.0 for two unspecified plaster busts to
Thomas Phillipson (d. 1785), a 'statuary'f
Great Castle Street, Cavendish Square London
(R. Gunnis, Dictionary of British Sculptors 1660—

$

1851, 1968, p. 301).
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A Last Look at the Victorian Chapel

In 1877 Mrs. Meynell Ingram commissioned G. F. Bodley to advise her on converting
the early-Georgian
library at Temple

Newsam into a private chapel, for the
house had contained no place of worship
since the original Jacobean chapel was
turned into a kitchen in 1796. The evocative sepia cover illustration reveals how
Bodley achieved the conversion while an
article in the Leeds Arts Calendar, No. 62
(1968), pp. 5 —9 describes the original
interior and identifies many of the craftsmen who participated in the scheme. The
reredos, one of Bodley's earliest essays in
the classical style, was probably executed
by the long defunct firm of Farmer and
Brindley; the stained glass panels were
supplied by Messrs. Burlison and Grylls;

i.

One offour roalnue prayer desks made
of Cambridge lo Bodley's design, 1877.

by

Ranee

&'eu

the brass altar candlesticks can be ascribed
to Watts R. Co; while the flower holders
and communion plate are by Jes Barkentin,
a craftsman regularly employed by Bodley
for church silver. Since the article documenting Mrs. Meynell Ingram's chapel was
new evidence has
published interesting
come to light which is worth recording as,
after a space of ninety-eight years, this
monument to Bodley's artistic ideals and
attention to detail finally
his patron's
vanishes. The loss of a period interior is
always regrettable, but many of the Victorian accretions and the glamorous colour
scheme had been erased in 1939 and the
room presented an awkward compromise
between a Georgian Library and a High
Victorian chapel. The handsome organ is
retained in situ and the principal decorative
have been prefittings and furnishings
served, many of them being instated in the
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missioned by Mrs. Meynell Ingram to
design a super-Jacobean staircase and carry
out other improvements at Temple Newsam in 1894.t
New light has also been shed on the
walnut furniture (Fig. 1) which it is now
known was made by Messrs. Rattee R. Kett
of Cambridge, one of the firms Bodley
regularly employed for his church work.s
Prior to the destruction of their archives in
1930 a volume listing the firm's commissions was made, titled Record of jobs from
1843, which contains the following entry
on p. 81.
'1877 Temple Newsame Church. G. F.
Bodley, Archt. Altar, Kneelers (2), Litany

re-created Jacobean chapel in the base-

ment of the north wing. It is reassuring
that the stately church of 'The Holy
Hoar Cross, Staffordshire, which Mrs.
Meynell Ingram built with the aid of
Bodley as a memorial to her husband in
1871 still powerfully reflects her taste in
ecclesiastical decor and lack of regard for
expense.
When the wrought-iron lectern of folding
X-design was lent to the exhibition Victorian Church Art, held at the Victoria and
Albert Museum in 1972, the original leather
book-rest laced with zig-zag thongs was
discovered beneath a somewhat later fabric
panel depicting lush flowers and foliage in
Arts and Crafts style. The textile has now
been removed restoring the lectern to its
original appearance. It has also emerged
that the design corresponds to a medieval
lectern in the Hotel de Cluny, Paris, drawn
by G. E. Street for the second series of
Instrumenta
Ecclesiastica, published by the
Ecclesiological Society in 1856, pls. 29 and
30. The Temple Newsam model was probably supplied by C. E. Kempe (also of the
Bodley school) who installed an identical
example in St. Michael and All Angels,
Brighton in the 1860's; he was later comAngels't

desk'he

'Altar'flers no problems of identification since it clearly refers to the boxed table
over which the fringed velvet frontal was
draped; however, there are two pairs of
kneelers, two litany desks and a credence
table. Since the only available evidence is
a rough summary of the firm's work in
which certain details are omitted it is
reasonable to suppose that Rattee R. Kett
contracted to make the whole group. The
ledger shows that in 1876 the firm was
providing a similar range of furnishings for
'The Holy Angels't Hoar Cross.
In my earlier article brief mention was
made of two carved panels which were

2.

One of the tu«o 'Aesthetic Movement'anels ftxed over
the doors in the south alcove, t877. Carved pine, painted
bluish green tvith gilt details, 22 x 38 in.
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fixed above the doorways in the south
alcove. During the recent alterations they
reappeared and one is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Both are splendidly picturesque examples
of 'Aesthetic'aste incorporating the widely
popular motif of a sunflower growing in an
urn-like plant pot amid vigorously scrolling
foliage and stylized flowers. One of the
earliest panels of this kind is on the gable of
Norman Shaw's Lowther Lodge, built in
1874, now the Royal Geographical Society
in Kensington Gore, so the panels erected
at Temple Newsam in 1877 are notably
early specimens of progressive design. An
editorial article in ?he Architect 24 May
1873 records Bodley as one of the 'principal
leaders of the new school' the style was at
that time incongruously labelled 'Queen
Anne' but the writer stated that Gothic
was almost invariably preferred for ecclesiastical work.'he panels are painted a
3.

Hydraulic engine used to power the organ bellows.
Installed in the kitchen precincts in 1877, dismantled in I96'7.
Photographed in situ.

dusky bluish green with gilt details and one
has a label nailed to the back inscribed:
'The Honb'le Mrs Meynell Ingram/Leeds
Station/Midland
26th 1877/
Rail'y/July
Train
With Care/Keep
Dry/Passenger
Immediate'. It is satisfying to have this
record of the subtle colour-scale of the

interior.
A piece of the bottle-green pressed velvet
book
used to surface the boarded-up
shelves, has also been found.4 Part of this
fabric now covers a recently acquired stool
made by Seddon 8t Morel to Pugin's design
for Windsor Castle in 1828 (displayed at
Lother'ton) . The broad, richly figured
palmette pattern must have created a
memorably opulent effect.
The organ, built by the Leeds firm of
Wordsworth 8t Maskell, has been comThe bellows were
pletely overhauled.
originally powered by an hydraulic engine
in the old kitchen precincts; before this
apparatus was dismantled in 1967 the
in situ
water engine was photographed
being the last working model of its kind still
serving an organ built by the firm. For this
reason it is worth illustrating (Fig. 3).
Finally, when sorting out books to fill
the shelves of the re-constituted library, a
large collection of hymn books, psaiters,
several
prayer books, choral manuals,
bibles and volumes of organ music, formerly
used in the Victorian chapel, were rediscovered.s The majority have binders
titles: 'Temple Newsam Choir'r 'Temple
Newsam Chapel Organ'nd were clearly
for the daily services at which attendance
was obligatory for the estate and domestic
staff.
CHRISTOPHER GILBERT

1. C. Gilbert 'C. E. Kempe's Staircase and Interiors
at Temple Newsam IB94', L.A.C., No. 65 (1969),
pp. 6—11.
2. I am grateful to Jacob Simon for checking the
documentation.
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by E. Aslin, The Aesthetic Movement, 1969,
p. 47.
Probably supplied by Watts of Baker Street.
A copy of F. H. Sutton's Church Organs Their
Position and Construction, I 872 was also found. Mrs.
Meynel Igram was friendly with Sutton who may
have had a hand in designing the Temple Newsam
organ case.

3. Quoted

The jacobean ChaPel at TemPle JVetosam

Sir Arthur Ingram, secretary to the Coun'cil
of the North, one ofJames I's chief financial
backers, who enabled James and Charles I

to rule without summoning Parliament,
bought Temple Newsam from the Duke of
Lennox in 1622. Although he already
owned estates and houses at Sheriff Hutton
and York, Sir Arthur embarked on a programme of restoration and rebuilding at
his Leeds home which was to become his
largest Yorkshire residence. The present
central block was retained but the east
wing was demolished to provide an open
courtyard and the north and south wings
were largely rebuilt. The chapel no doubt
occupied the site of an earlier Tudor one'the chapel generally occupied the end of
one or the other wing of the house. It was
generally two floors high and on the upper
floor the room behind it often lacked the
wall between it and the chapel, so that a
rail across it and the open side converted it
into a gallery or watching chamber for the
family'.'any

of the fittings for the house and
chapel were brought from Sir Arthur'
home at Sheriff Hutton near York, including the organ in 1631 although the main
work on building and equipping the room
was not complete until 1636, and it was
not until 1635 that coloured glass was
brought over by Thomas Elwes.'n 1636
Thomas Ventris Jnr. was being paid for
woodwork in the chapel, while Daniel the
painter was staining and gilding the pews,
Nicholas Booth was engaged on the plasterwork and John Carleton on the altarpiece
and series of Old Testament prophets.s It
is his work which has in large part survived
and which will be a major feature in the

reconstructed chapel to be opened shortly.
Carleton was employed from March
1636 to March 1637 at 10/ —per week. The
series of prophets on wooden panels is very
crudely painted and has survived the
centuries in a somewhat battered and
form. Eighteen panels are
fragmentary
mentioned in a payment dated February
1637 but there are nineteen in existence:
Jonah, Daniel, Ezekiel (Fig. 1) Malachi,
Zachariah, Samuel, David, Nahum, Micah,
Amos, Aaron, Joel, Jeremiah, Isaiah, Eliah,
Moses, Zephaniah, Hosea and a fragment
ending -iah. There is also a framed Creed
but this is presumably later. The figures
vary in size and one panel has part of a
moulded frame with gilding still attached.
The frames were by Richard Cundall who
was paid $ 1 'for 18 freysing frames in
February 1637'. The best surviving painting by Carleton is his Supper at Emmaus (Fig.
2) which has been discussed before,4 and
which now becomes an important feature
of the new chapel. Since it was last reproduced the painting has been cleaned and
the full brilliancy of the colouring revealed.
Hugh Honour has pointed out the connexions with Titian's painting
in the
Louvre, and there is another version at
Brocklesby Park in the Earl of Yarborough's
collection. It seems quite likely that Carleton about whom no more has been discovered than before, took careful note of the
Italian artist's painting, at that time in
Charles I's collection. The colouring is
rich and glowing with reds, greens, mauves
and orange-grey. There is evidence of
glazing on the left hand figure particularly
on the sleeve and tunic and although some
of the drawing is a little wooden certain
21

2. john Carleton, Supper at Emmaus,
70 x 108 in., 1636'.

1. john Carleton,
Ezekiel, 103 x 23 in, 1636.

Arthur
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3.

Heraldic Hatchrnentt for
3rd Viscount Irtoin,d. 1702.

The documentary material preserved in
the Temple Newsam archives enables us
to reconstruct much of the Jacobean chapel

areas show real quality, including a very
still life and a glowing sky with
pink-tinged clouds.
The woodwork commissioned for the
chapel has not survived except for the
pulpit which was probably carved by
Thomas Ventris Jnr. now in Halton
Methodist Church, Leeds.s He carved four
wooden angels heads in November 1634
and four more in 1637. He also seems to
have done some painting in November
1635 according to the accounts and this
could have been in connection with the
roof. The present chapel has a curved roof
which was put up during the 7th Viscount's
remodelling of the Saloon above in 1741,
when Richard Wilkinson, plasterer, was
paid 4d per yard for plastering laths. The
Jacobean chapel ceiling was probably a
flat wooden roof, which may have incorporated some decorative features.
Of the glasswork in the chapel some
examples survive in the central bay window
of the Great Hall. T. D. Whitaker, the
;t n 1 iq u arian, visiting Temple Newsam in
1815 noticed the 'curious series of armorial
bearings'n the windows of the old chapehs
Three portray the arms of the de Lacy
family, owners of Temple Newsam in the
11th and 12th centuries; six show Sir
Arthur Ingram's family, and two, in the
style of Henry Gyles of York, portray Robert
Rich, 2nd Earl of Holland and Sir Thomas
Ingram of Sheriff Hutton.'n the chapel
itself there still exists many panes of tinted
glass, pink, blue and green which has
bubbles, streaks and dents. One quarry is
inscribed William Lawson, 3une 15 1777/
fresh

as it must have been, complete with
furnishings
and fittings. Although only
certain items remain today, it is hoped that
when the chapel is re-opened visitors will
gain some impression of the richness of the
original interior.
ALEXANDER ROBERTSON

I. John Hunt,
p. 33.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Connoisseur

Guide:

The Tudor Period,

'Light on Sir Arthur Inof Temple Newsam 1622—
38,'eeds Arts Calendar, No. 51, pp. 6—12. The
bulk of recent research on the house has been done
by Christopher Gilbert and most of the material
for this note comes from him.
The altar piece was probably a painting of The
Last Supper, 90 x 111 in. This has been in a hopeless state for many years and has now disintegrated completely.
Hugh Honour. 'A Note on Jo: Carleton,'eeds
.4rts Calendar, No. 24, p. 11.
C. Gilbert, op. rit, p, 8 and repr.
T. D. Whitaker, Lodks and Elmete, Leeds, 1816,
p. 138.
C. Gilbert, op. eit, p. 12 and repr.
Christopher Gilbert,
gram's reconstruction

The t666 Inventory
the fullest description of thc old chapel is
By
contained in the inventory of goods made on thc
death ol Henry, 1st Viscount Irwin in 1666 (TN/FA
3/9/, c.g. it is thirty years al'ter the Chapel was finished,
therelbre reasonable to suppose that it still contained
most of its original furnishings.
1'ar

tn the Chapel

Two pictures, a table, a blew bayes carpet,
two blew curtains and a curtain rod.

Long may you live/happy may you be(Blessed
with content[from all misfortune free 1777.

A pulpit

Cushion and a long form in the pews

4 great bibles, 2 little bibles

Five funerary hatchments (Fig. 3) were
left to Temple Newsam after the 1922 sale
of the house to the City of Leeds. Two of
these predate the conversion of the chapel
into the kitchen in 1796. It is not certain
that they hung in the chapel but they
would have been appropriate decorative
features. The two predating the conversion
are of Arthur, 3rd Viscount Irwin (d.1702)
and of Charles, 9th Viscount Irwin (d.
1778). Robert Graves of York was paid g5
for a hatchment and frame for the funeral
of Lord Irwin. A payment was also paid to
Henry Reader for Ironwork.

2 common prayer books
2 green long cushions, a foot stool, another old long
— 10.
cushion and 2 old sett work cushions

$

1n the Chapel Gallery

An old velvett Couch Chaire, 8 low stooles...
cased with blew baze, a window curtaine...
cloth edged with gilt leather, and a curtaine rod,
the Gallery hung about with gilt leather,
one long cushion, and a square Cushion with
Irish stitch worke: and the Gallery stairs
— g8.
hung about with gilt leather and Cloth
The Carleton panels were doubtless regarded as
fixtures, like the stained glass, moveables only being
listed. The 'two pictures'ay be identified with the
large religious canvases by Carlcton still in the house.
The table presumably served as an altar.
The chapel is not referred to in later inventories.
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The JVineteenth

Century Kitchen

It appears somewhat incongruous to link
the removal of the kitchens about 1796
from the SE to the NE corner of the house
with the series of major improvements to
the house and grounds during the eighteenth century.
The outshot in which the original kitchen
was located can be clearly seen in Kip's
engraving of Temple Newsam (1699). It
was Frances Gibson Shepherd, energetic
widow of the 9th and last Viscount Irwin,
who was responsible for remodelling the
south wing; this undertaking necessitated
demolition of the extension which contained the kitchen. A new site was needed
and the semi-basement chapel at the east
end of the north wing was chosen. A
number of alterations
were of course
necessary. A chimney arch and stack built
in a canted bay window on the north wall
was fitted out with ovens, a boiler and a

alterations.
Unfortunately
no pictorial
records of the kitchen in use are known to
exist. There does however remain to us the
inventory of Temple Newsam House and
estate taken in 1808 after the death of the
9th Viscount's widow. The document
( Y.A.S. DD54) is owned by the Yorkshire
Archaeological
Society. It is especially
remarkable for its detailed account of the
furnishings and fittings of each room in the
house including the domestic areas. With a

1.

2.

View

9 II

of

ehe

sPu mechanism,

oven, Jiregrate

and boiler.

spit mechanism (Fig. 1). The
massively constructed boiler unit dating
from about 1840 is known to have been the
work of E. Green &. Co. Ltd. of Wakefield.
Edward Green was an important local
engineer who won a prize for one of his
boiler designs in 1865. No major structural
changes were made. The balcony supported
by pillars and the arched bay window
facing it remained visible until the recent

traditional

The oven.

nn

h.

'a stone table for fish'. The only object

mentioned in the 1808 inventory to remain
in situ is the 'dial clock'Fig. 3) which is to
be found in its own niche in the present

chapel ante room.
The move of the kitchens to the chapel
had certain advantages and disadvantages
for the domestic servants. It brought the
kitchen much nearer to the servants hall
which was also in the north wing basement
and resulted in easier communications, by
means of an underground passage, with the
stables area where the dairy, brewery and
laundry were situated. The chief disadvantage is immediately apparent if a
plan of the house is studied. The 1929 guide
to the House stated the position clearly,
'the kitchen is 240 feet from the dining room
and 21 steps below it. In order to reach the
great hall from the kitchen the damp
underground
passage beneath the clock
court must be traversed followed by a
flight of ascending
steps and another
passage...'. This was the result of the
kitchen being placed in the opposite
corner of the house from the dining room,
and on the next floor down. The underground
above was
passage mentioned
constructed in 1718 to improve communications between the north and south wings.
After the kitchen quarters were moved, the
south cellars apparently fell into disuse and
became the final resting place for unwanted
window frames and wheelbarrows.
An interesting feature of the Temple
Newsam kitchen is the ingenious water
supply. An improvement had already been
made in 1771 when John Smeaton the
Leeds engineer installed a water engine to
the SW of the house. This engine pumped
water from a natural spring along a brick
culvert to a reservoire beneath the servants
hall in the north wing. The cistern was also
fed directly by fall pipes from the roof.
Another cistern was constructed at a later
date beneath the floor of the kitchen,
presumably to take the overflow. During
the recent alterations a well probably of
18th century date was discovered in a room
adjacent to the kitchen. This well may have
acted as an internal source of water before
Smeaton's engine was built.

3. 7 he

'dial clock'ating from the third guarter of the
18th century.

little imagination
it is not difficult to
visualise the appearance of the kitchen as
it was in the early years of the nineteenth
century. First in the kitchen inventory
comes 'A very large ash dresser with 3
drawers with divisions and a very strong
frame. A ditto with 2 drawers'. These
massive pieces of fitted furniture must have
dominated the room which also contained
chopping blocks, chairs, a table and other
smaller items. The inventory also lists the
wide range of copper, iron, tin, pewter and
earthenware utensils and equipment such
as '30 stew pans and covers, a potatoe
steamer, a poker, 7 wire cullendars, a
cockle drainer, 22 large and small oval dish
covers'nd '7 butter boats'll of which
must have been displayed or stored in the
kitchen area.
The contents of the other rooms associated with the Kitchen were also described.
In the larder for example was to be found
'2 wood salting cisterns lined with lead,
a grease tub, a pair of wooden scales'nd

EMMELINE LEARY
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The library and ChaPe/ Restored

The re-creation of a chapel in its original
position in the basement of the North wing
is very much in the spirit of Mrs. Meynell-

Ingram's restorations late in the 19th
century. These were designed, not so much
to replace accurately those features that
had been obliterated in the 18th century,
and transomed
such as the mullioned
windows and the great 'Elizabethan'taircase, as to recapture something of the spirit
of the past. C. E. Kempe's magnificent
dining room and vertiginous staircase far
exceed that brief, and provide the most
arresting vistas in the house. In re-creating
the chapel the aim has been to provide a
living place of worship, open to the public
at specified times of the day and furnished
with some of the things that were there in the
seventeenth century and in Mrs. MeynellIngram's time. It was not possible to
restore every original feature as the room
underwent much change in the 1740s when
columns supporting the east wall of the
saloon above were inserted, and the proportions were necessarily altered a few
years ago to allow an emergency staircase
from the floor above.
Until recently the room, which had been
a kitchen since 1796, served as a furniture
repository. One of the first tasks was to
ensure that damp could not penetrate the
walls, the floor being several feet below
ground level. The floor and lower part of
the walls were tanked and the walls
impregnated with a waterproof skein. The
old stone flags were re-laid and the walls
replastered and finished with a wooden
fioat. An early hope that it might be
practicable to open up the fifth light in the
south window proved fruitless: the light
had been bricked up to provide a springing
for the shallow vault over the window.
Later it became apparent that much of the
stonework in the window was unsound and
it was completely replaced. The opportunity
was taken to renew some damaged glass,

the fresh panes being old glass reclaimed
by the contractors from demolished buildings.
The restoration plan provided access
from outside by way of stone steps already
in existence, an entrance vestibule, the
chapel itself and a vestry formed by the
wall against which the Victorian reredos
attributed to Brindley and Farmer was
positioned. Moving this was a substantial
task but it was expertly accomplished and
the reredos is, happily, ideally suited to the
scale of the room. During the move a
number of mason's marks were revealed but
no signature came to light. We are fortunate
that several items mentioned in the inventory of 1666 still exist, notable among
them a series of painted panels and a large
canvas depicting the Supper at Emmaus by
John Carleton. These are discussed in
another article (pp. 21 —23). They will find
their place in the chapel alongside several
of the funeral hatchments which were
once a feature of every church. The fine
pulpit carved by Thomas Ventris in 1634,
was removed to the Methodist Chapel in
Halton during the last century.
One of the most delightful spaces created
in the scheme is a tall area lit by a large
window high up. It already contains an
impressive bust of Cardinal Newman, an
awe-inspiring and completely appropriate
figure considering Mrs. Meyneli-Ingram's
strong high church tendencies, and we hope
eventually to display monumental sculpture saved from churches. The grisaille
stained glass panels from the 19th century
chapel will be hung inside the window
above this area. When all the work is completed, Temple Newsam will once again
possess a private chapel on the site of the
original mediaeval
one, provided with
many of the original furnishings, a place of
quiet and peace.
The restoration
of the magnificent
18th century library at the eastern end of

the Long Gallery was in many respects a
much more straightforward operation than
the re-creation of the chapel. Structurally
it was all complete, even so far as the
original oak bookcases which had been
concealed behind stretched canvas panels
when converted to a chapel in 1877. More
important still, the correct spacing of the
shelves was indicated by slots in the case
sides, and it is clear that all fourteen cases
were prefabricated and inserted into the
structure in their entirety, an interesting
insight into 18th century building methods.
The only major structural work was to
remove the former altar step and make the
floor level throughout. This meant replacing a considerable length of skirting which
was skilfully carved to match the original.
Small walnut swags attached to the column
pedestals in 1877 were removed and the
monumental scale of the classical Order
thus enhanced. All the woodwork was
some fine
18th
refinished,
including
century shutters to the south window.
These were adapted as fixed casework in
1877 and it proved impossible to restore
them to their original function. New
fluorescent lighting has been installed
above the cornice of the Order, its intensity
controllable by dimmers.
The most critical aspect of the restoration
work was the colour scheme. Rubbings
were taken of every part of the decoration
and it transpired that the first colours,
dating from the 1740s, were various shades
of warm biscuit. Most interestingly, no
trace of gilding emerged, not even in the
detail of the classical Order. Instead these
were picked out in near-white, an 18th
century economy measure easily understood and steadfastly defended in 1974!
The firm of Campbell, Smith & Co. Ltd.,
with a national reputation for the restoration of historic interiors, were entrusted
with the work, and the new colour scheme,
based on the original tonal values but conforming to modern interpretations of correct detailing, was worked out over several
weeks in August 1974. The remarkable fact
that the library had only been painted three
times before (in the 1740s, 1877 and 1944),
and the extraordinary crispness of detail
in the plasterwork, has contributed greatly
to the impression of strength and delicacy

which make this perhaps the most sumptuous eighteenth century interior at Temple
Newsam.

One feature of the 1877 chapel remains:
the organ. This was installed by the local
firm of Wordsworth
and Maskell, the
casework probably being designed by Mrs.
Meynell-Ingram's architect, G. F. Bodley,
in consultation with the Rev. F. H. Sutton,
whose celebrated book on organ-case design
is one of the delights of the library. Gradually
the organ began to feel its age, and a
thorough overhaul became necessary. The
hydraulic pump received insufficient pressure and was replaced by an electric blower.
With the bellows, it is placed beneath the
floor of the library. The restoration has
been done by the firm who built the
instrument, now Wood, Wordsworth &. Co.
Peter Wood has taken a personal interest
in the job, his father has constructed a new
walnut stool, a tradition of craftsmanship
inherited from his father, who carved the
organ case in the 1870s. We are deeply
grateful to the Charles Brotherton Trust
which has borne all the costs of returning
this charming instrument to full playing

order.
So the eighteenth

century library, comto many
plete with books belonging
generations of the Ingram family, is again
in commission. We are fortunate in having
a number of appropriate furnishings, including a reading chair, an architect's table,
two globe-stands (mentioned in the 1808
inventory) and an intriguingly ingenious
pole-ladder, also original to Temple Newsam. By far the most glamorous of all, and
bought with this situation in mind, is the
extremely distinguished
Parisian bureauplat bearing the stamp of Bernard II van
Risenburgh. This table, described in a
Calendar
previous
(no. 73), represents
precisely the same moment in the history of
art as the Library does, when a heavy
classicism was beginning to give way to
something lighter, more delicate —in short,
the Rococo style which originated
in
Paris. And in so far as the table was in a
Yorkshire house probably from its date of
manufacture in the 1740s, it may have been
an ambassador of the style which touched
the ceiling of the Library with its magic
wand.
ANTHONY WELLS-COLE
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The Great Barn, Dovecot, Lodges
and other Estate Buildings at
Temple JVevvsam

Before Temple Newsam passed to Leeds
Corporation in 1922 the estate was maintained by a large team of workers. Some
were skilled craftsmen —joiners, stonemasons, glaziers and a blacksmith; the
game-keepers reared pheasants, tended the
deer and warned off poachers while the
gardeners, as well as managing the pleasure
grounds, cultivated vegetables and orchard
fruit and grapes in the vinery. Foresters,
grooms and home-farm labourers were also
employed and the economic unit included
a laundry, dairy and brewery. A bottle of
ale reputedly brewed at Temple Newsam
in 1737 was sold at Christies on 28 November 1968 for f68. Although
many
changes have taken place, culminating in
the dispersal sale of the farming stock,
dairy herd, crops and produce on 23 July
1968, several old craftshops and other
evidence of the myriad activities which
supported a country house economy still
survive.
Dovecots once performed an important
role as a means of providing fresh meat
during the winter season. Kips, late seventeenth century prospect of Temple Newsam
depicts a dovecot of octagonal turretted
design with stepped gables and a central
cupola standing near a rick yard in the
fields. It was completed in March 1636
when the steward John Mattison made a
final payment to John Wood 'in full of
pjgeoncote thacking and found slates; g6'.
This structure was replaced during the
eighteenth century by a new dovecot, first
recorded on 'Capability'rown's
plan of
the park (1762). It is a tall oblong building
of brick, measuring 45 x 20 feet, having
28

walls two feet thick (Fig. 1). The pigeon
loft, which is supported on three arches was
converted into a cottage in 1922 and a new
hipped roof constructed, but five tiers of
L-shaped nesting holes with alighting
ledges are still visible in the underdrawings.
It can be estimated that there was once
accommodation for about 1,200 pairs of
birds. Windows were entirely lacking (the
present ones are modern insertions), light
and air being admitted through two access
lanterns on the roof. A circular hole underneath the central arch shows that the
had a 'potence'
building originally
revolving post erected in the centre of the
dovecot with projecting arms carrying a
ladder which enabled a person to search the
upper tiers of nests. The loft, disused for
fifty years, is now tenanted by wild bees
who nest in the interstices of the wall.
The little building abutting the dovecot
on the north side was formerly a saddle and
harness room, while the small undercroft
on the left which still has panes of'bull's
in the window (Fig. 2) served as the
stonemason's shop, that on the right was a
limeshed. The stonemasons also had a
round-house in the North Plantation, on
the site of the model railway track laid out
in 1955, this building was demolished
around 1910 when a tree fell on it and the
only sign of its existence is two huge stone
gate-piers, carted there when the shortlived Temple Newsam race course alongside Pontefract Lane was abandoned. The
woodyard, entered through the arch beneath the dovecot is overlooked by the old
joiner's shop; this walled close formerly
contained the saw pit which fell into disuse
eye'lass

1.

The Dovecol at TemPle JVetvsam, early 18th centurial

converted

t'nto

a cottage aboul

1922.

when a stationary steam engine was built
to power a saw mill. The old engine shed
and stump of the furnace chimney remain.
The plumber's shop and a blacksmith's
forge adjoin the Georgian farmhouse, now
tenanted by the head gardener.
A pheasantry and deer shed in the Avenue
woods have disappeared without trace and
the handsome Victorian vinery supported
erected in Mrs.
pillars,
by cast-iron
Meynell Ingram's day by Messrs. Pearson
of Nottingham has been demolished, but
the replacement greenhouses are still backed
by a firewall built in 1788 through which
hot air was channelled to help ripen the
exotic fruit. A cool underground
barrel
vaulted fruit storage chamber is built into

a bank near the Colton Lane end stables.
Kip's aerial view of Temple Newsam,
published in 1705, shows a range of office
buildings in front of the main house facing
a row of stables; these were all swept away
about 1740 being replaced by the present
Palladian stable court possibly designed by
the fashionable architect Daniel Garrett.
In fact the only outbuilding recorded by
Kip which still stands is the barn incorporating a beam dated 1694 —showing that
it was completed five years before the
drawing by Leonard Knyff on which the
Kip engraving is based. It is constructed of
local material and displays a pleasant
vernacular character which does not compete with the architect designed stable
block (Fig. 3). The erection of the barn is
fully documented in the Temple Newsam
papers2 the earliest payment
being to

George Burnill for 'bareing stone at Colton
and Halton quarries'. As mason he was
also responsible for tabling the site, carting
the stone and building the plinth course of
squared sandstone blocks. Local stone was
also used for the quoins, window surrounds
and a date tablet on the gable end. The
bricks were made, probably at Newsam
Green, by Thomas Jefferson who received
$ 18.13.4d for 109,450 bricks at roughly
3/4d per thousand. Richard Wormold the
bricklayer was paid $ 19 'for the brickwork
on the new barn at Temple Newsam'n
completion of the walls in September 1694.
The master carpenter was William Atkinson of Leeds, his bill amounted to 20.14s.
and the slates, provided by Sam Lumly at a
cost of f25.1s., were laid by Jo. Cowell
who received 'for slating the laythe $ 5.6s.'.
The building was divided into two unequal

$

2. Early 18th century 'bull's eye'lass window in the
former stonemason's shop occupying an undercroft beneath the
dooecol.

14i (

parts by a high arched passage to admit
loaded wagons, the southern section being
paved with river cobbles, the other having
an earth floor. The roof is supported by a
system of rough hewn tie beams, king posts,
struts and rafters, the end beam being
carved 'EI IR 16 AT 94'. The initials do
not correspond with any craftsman concerned with the project there are only
Lord Irwin's
two possible candidates
steward, John Rhodes and his cocktrainer
Edward Johnson (Fig. 4).
The only ornamental features on the
outside are a ball finial on the front gables
with a date tablet below, which has been
cemented over and reinscribed ANO DOM
1744. Obviously the sandstone tablet became severely weathered and like the front
quoins, (but not those at the north end)
was dressed with cement to improve the
countenance of the barn. However, the
date 1694 was wrongly deciphered at
1744 —a small point but worth correcting.
Lodges were an important feature of
eighteenth century parkland, often serving
as an introduction to the great house they
formed the essential furniture of the estate.
There are five main approaches to Temple
Newsam —from Pontefra'ct Lane (south);
Halton (west); Whitkirk (north); Colton
(north east) and Bullerthorpe Lane (east).
The Pontefract Lane approach was never
provided with Lodges, although the group
of cottages flanking the road side at
Newsam Green were crenolated and superficially styled to give them the character
of estate buildings proclaiming the proximity of a great country house. Visitors
arriving by rail from Woodlesford Station
(opened 1840) would travel this route.
The two pavilions on the Whitkirk coach
road were erected by the 7th Viscount in
1742 (possibly to designs by Andrew
Fountaine)s when the park wall was built
and a new drive running straight from the
north door to the lodges laid down. They
are of well proportioned Palladian style and
give a formal dignity to the approach, outshots were added about 1908. There used
to be a white painted wooden gate at the
end of the coach road where it joins Colton
Lane, it was known as 'purloin'ate
locally because of the beggars, tramps and
poor men who came there seeking alms—
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5. The East Lodges, probably designed by 3ohn Carr
1768; demolished 19st6. Photographed c. 1920.
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the road was then know as Purloin Lane'.
The Lodges at the end of the East
Avenue were pulled down in 1946, the
only pictorial record being a poor photograph which, however, shows they were in
the Gothic taste being linked by a picturesque crenolated archway (Fig. 5) . They
are consistent with the style of John Carr
and probably relate to a payment to him
in 1768 for designing avenue lodges.4 A
large block was added to the South pavilion
in Victorian days when a gamekeeper with
a large family moved in.
The Halton road was marked by a cluster
of cottages (demolished 1962) on the site of
the present golfer's shop. The brickbuilt
Keeper's Lodge had stone quoins, a tablet
dated 1723 and a large outside game
larder. The park really merges with the
estate'village of Colton, this was never a
'gentry'ntrance
and the only buildings
at this point were stables and cart sheds
serving the nursery gardens. A few inhabitants still living in Colton were once in
service at Temple Newsam, and much
information in this article is founded on
their recollections.s In 1970 we were able

to buy the only known item —a saucer—
service of Chinese
from the Ingram's
armorial porcelain which had descended
in an old Colton family having presumably
been given as a memento to a valued
member of staff on his retirement.
CHRISTOPHER GILBERT
Over the years a number of'articles about the park and
gardens at Temple Newsam have appeared in the
Leeds Art Calendar: 'The Park and Gardens at Temple
Newsam', No. 53 (1974), pp. 4—9, (a general historical
account); 'The Victorian Park and Garden. No. 61
(1968) pp. 22 —4 (documents the Victorian cast-iron
garden ornaments and quotes from sporting diaries);
'The Garden Banqueting House', IVo. 60 (1967),
pp. 4—7 (excavation report on a pavilion built by
Sir Arthur Ingram in the 1630's); 'Temple Newsam
Boundary Stones'; No. 72 t1973), p. 32.
1. The Leeds 1ntelligencer 2 Sept. 1777 Reported:
'Between the Hours of Eight of the Clock on
Friday evening, and Six on Saturday Morning
last, the Pine-House or Stove of the Right
Honourable Lord Viscount Irwin, at Temple
Newsam, was broken into and robbed of a
Quantity of PINE-APPLES, some full ripe and
?
some not so, to the amount of ten or
2. Leeds Archives Dept. Acc. 1038. Pawson transcripts of the Temple Newsam Papers (Rec eipt
and Account books).
26 June 1742 (And:
3. T.N. Correspondence
Fontaine to Lord Irwin).
4. T.N. EA 12/10.
5. I am particularly grateful to Hugo Tinker who
succeeded his father as stone mason on the estate.
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Get The Month in Yorkshire
—the magazine published by
the Yorkshire Arts Association.
It contains details of all the
artistic events taking place in
Yorkshire plus news,
previews, articles and profiles
on what is happening in the
arts.

The magazine is on sale at
Leeds City Art Gallery,
Exhibition Hall, City Museum,
Kirkstall Abbey Museum,
Park Square Gallery, Northern
Artists Gallery, The Playhouse
and music and record shops,
price 10p. Or you can join the
Association for E2 a year
subscription. Write to us for
details or, if you'e never seen
the magazine, a free
introductory copy.
YORKSHIRE ARTS ASSOCIATION
GLYDE HOUSE, GLYDEGATE
BRADFORD BD5 OBQ
Telephone Bradford 23051

Park Square
Gallery
57 St. Paul's Street, Leeds i
Telephone Leeds 4564z t

Monday to Friday
zo a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday zo a.m. to

z

p.m.

JACQUELINE STIEGER
Sculpture and Jewellery

7 th —gist May,

s 975

ERIC ATKINSON

Paintings and Drawings
yth —z8th June, 1975

JOHN CLARK
Paintings

and —26th July, 1975

PRUNELLA CLOUGH

Drawings

MICHAEL BENNETT
Paintings
s oth September

—yth

1975

Published in Leeds bp the Leisure Services Committeej ointly with the Leeds Art Collections Fund
and a contribution from the rorhshire Arts Association.

October,

ESTABLISHED I867

REMOVERS

STORERS
PACKERS

S

SHIPPERS
287

ROUNDMAY

ROAD, LEEDS

Phones 629282-3

posters, books. magazines, novelties

LAMPSHADES, CANDLES
greeting cards, stationery, felt tips, giftwrap
ESSENTIAL OILS, INCENSE
blouses, shirts. loons, dresses. sandals
OXFAM, UNICEF
toys, dolls, rugs, bedspreads

Otley Road HEAQINGLEY Leeds 6
Headingley Lane HYDE PARK CORNER Leeds 6
21a Chapel Lane off CARDIGAN ROAD Leeds 6

Telephone 757825

studio

studio

limited

limited

ateliers ateliers
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